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TALBOT AT LUDLOW

Gave an Illustrated Lecture on Chemistry Last Evening

Professor Talbot gave an informal, illustrated lecture on “Chemistry and What It Tells Us” before the Ludlow Athletic and Education Association at the Stevens Memorial Building, Ludlow, Mass., on Tuesday evening, March 30.

A Talbot Association is connected with the Ludlow Manufacturing Associates plant, and any Talbot membership includes membership at the plant and their families.

The lecture was illustrated by a considerable number of experiments, and done mostly with the interpretation of familiar phenomena, such as those of日常 bas.

1913 BASEBALL STARTS
First Practice at Field Brings Out a Large Number

Candidates for the freshman baseball team reported at the field yesterday afternoon for the first time. Eighteen men showed up, which is better than the average for the first practice. Work was run off, just enough to familiarize the men with the sphere. Considerable enthusiasm was manifested in the work, and all the men out showed up well.

The field was not in first-class condition, being a little soft for any fast work. However, it is being improved daily, and will soon be in prime condition for the regular baseball practise.

1912 is to be congratulated in that the support the baseball team is receiving at the start. It is only hoped that more men will present themselves at the regular practice work, and make a hard try for positions on the team. The way things have started out and the energy and class spirit shown among the whole freshman class is a strong guarantee that a winning baseball team will be formed out this year.

Since the publication of the schedule the following new games have been booked:
April 9—West Roxbury High School.
April 16—Newton High School.
May 22—Thayer Academy.
May 28—Hyde Park.
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